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NOHrD Squat Rack Oak  
 

Patented technology for a sophisticated
workout in timeless elegance - NOHrD's
SquatRack features a unique design with
a solid wood frame consisting of two slim
columns that can be pulled out or folded in
with absolute ease. This innovative, space-
saving design allows the distance to be
adjusted to the length of the hand. The
folding and securing mechanisms are
designed to adjust easily and smoothly
with your fingertips, ensuring a seamless
and hassle-free workout experience.
NOHrD's SquatRack is absolutely unique,
combining simplicity and aesthetics in a
perfect fusion of wood and stainless steel.
This exceptional barbell training
equipment fascinates with its simple
elegance and becomes a design highlight
in any gym or interior.

 CHF 2'390.00  
      

      

The design
The NOHRD SquatRack impresses with its distinctive look. The secret lies in the two slim wooden
columns. With absolute ease, the rack can be pulled out of the columns. This transforms the SquatRack
into a robust training platform that offers all the freedom needed for barbell training.

Training with the barbell
With the NOHRD SquatRack, you don't just get your muscles in shape. This fitness equipment
combines sophisticated training with timeless elegance. An aesthetic statement in all respects - fitness
equipment that inspires!

Space-saving
Thanks to the patented mechanism, the SquatRack by NOHrD can be completely folded in and out.
With absolute ease, the rack can be pulled out of the columns. This transforms the SquatRack into a
robust training platform that offers all the freedom needed for barbell training.

Load capacity
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The barbell racks can bear loads of up to 200kg and are variably adjustable in height.

Finish: oak
Unit dimensions: L17 x W13 x H221cm
Unfolded rack dimensions: L69 x H176cm
Weight: 60kg
Load capacity: 200kg
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts
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